TIMED TO CAPTURE
Wipro partnered with a global investment bank to build
an application that enables the client to book corporate
actions within 24 hours of the notifications globally

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE
Globally, the volume of corporate actions has increased as a result of new technologies, more
efficient systems and processes, and improved market practices targeted towards market
standardization.The industry is also witnessing an increase in cross-border holdings of securities
which has added to the complexity of corporate actions. Over and above this, corporate actions
execution is becoming more time sensitive as the securities industry continues to evolve and as
more sophisticated instruments are created.

CLIENT BACKGROUND
The client is a large global investment bank, widely recognized for the trading, custody and
settlement systems it provides to institutional investors, fund managers, and private clients. The
company has presence in over 50 countries and provides investment banking, asset management,
and wealth management services for private, corporate, and institutional clients worldwide.

THE OPPORTUNITY
The client faced the challenge of holding actual physical shares in safe vaults and ensuring
reconciliations of withheld securities for different trade cycles. To keep track of the withheld
securities and ensure effective physical reconciliations, the client wanted to develop a robust
application to capture corporate actions, and process and relay the relevant information to
shareholders within 24 hours.
Portfolio managers need to be intimated of voluntary corporate actions, which impacts the net
profitably of their funds, in order to decide whether to hold or sell the security - while companies
are not obliged to ensure that voluntary corporate actions information reach portfolio managers
or traders. It was therefore incumbent on the investment bank to capture notifications on
corporate actions, process that information and apprise shareholders of the net impact
within 24 hours.
For the client, given the challenges of manual storage and reconciliation of securities, managing
voluntary corporate actions information had assumed critical importance. Some key challenges
faced while setting up this system included:
•

Asset servicing processes were disbursed under various business verticals and regions

•

Synergies had to be mapped to explore potential productivity gains

We managed the business
transformation and developed
an application to effectively book
corporate actions within 24
hours. Our BPO team took over
all the manual interventions.

SOLUTION

BUSINESS IMPACT

Wipro managed the end-to-end business transformation of the
client’s asset servicing arm for both products (equities and fixed
income) and developed an application that enabled the client to
process a corporate action within 24 hours. The overall approach
was aimed at:

Key benefits realized by the client included:

•

Process Improvement – through identifying processes with
idle time, small automation at low cost, value stream mapping of
identified processes, and load leveling

•

Optimum Resource Utilization – through cross-skilling for
common processes and markets across products

•

Process Standardization – by clustering common processes
across products and regions

•

Capacity to capture, process, and deliver corporate actions
information within 24 hours across global markets

•

Resource rationalization leading to major cost savings – Wipro
helped achieve an approximate 45% FTE workforce reduction
over 5 years

•

Process standardization

ENGAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS
•

Wipro demonstrated its capability to develop applications and
offshore processes that facilitates corporate actions booking
within 24 hours of notifications globally

•

Wipro also successfully managed six subsequent dividend
seasons for the client, where booking of corporate actions
assumes critical proportions

•

With this engagement, Wipro effectively assisted in processing
100% of mandatory corporate actions for the client
from offshore
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